Abstract Oscillatory activity of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) has been observed in various species. It was reported such oscillatory activity is raised within large neural network and involved in retinal information coding. In the present research, we found an oscillation-like activity in ON-OFF RGC of bullfrog retina, and studied the mechanisms underlying the ON and OFF activities respectively. Pharmacological experiments revealed that the oscillation-like activity patterns in both ON and OFF pathways were abolished by GABA receptor antagonists, indicating GABAergic inhibition is essential for generating them. At the meantime, such activities in the ON and OFF pathways showed different responses to several other applied drugs. The oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway was abolished by glycine receptor antagonist or gap junction blocker, whereas that in the ON pathway was not affected. Furthermore, the blockade of the ON pathway by metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist led to suppression of the oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway. These results suggest that the ON pathway has modulatory effect on the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway. Therefore, the mechanisms underlying the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways are different: the oscillation-like activity in the ON pathway is likely caused by GABAergic amacrine cell network, while that in the OFF pathway needs the contributions of GABAergic and glycinergic amacrine cell network, as well as gap junction connections.
Introduction
Neural oscillation is widely observed in various nervous systems, including visual (Gray and Singer 1989; Neuenschwander and Singer 1996; Ishikane et al. 2005) , olfactory (Bressler and Freeman 1980; Laurent 2002; Rojas-Libano and Kay 2008) , somatosensory (Ahissar et al. 2000) and auditory (Eguiluz et al. 2000; Roberts and Rutherford 2008) systems. Previous studies suggested that neural oscillations encode specific types of information about the stimulus (Koepsell et al. 2010 ) and might contribute to perception, attention and memory (Eckhorn et al. 1988; Engel et al. 2001; Fries et al. 2001) . It was suggested that inhibitory interneurons and gap junction may play certain roles in generating oscillatory activities in the central nervous system (Ritz and Sejnowski 1997; Traub et al. 2001; LeBeau et al. 2002; Li et al. 2011; Xie and Wang 2013) .
Light-evoked oscillation in RGC has functional significance. It was reported that it may serve to perceptual integration (Singer and Gray 1995) and carry necessary information which is crucial for animal's behavior (Ishikane et al. 2005) . The generation of oscillation in a certain type of frog RGC depends on the size of light stimulus, and it was suggested that the oscillation is raised within large neural network and facilitates synchronization between remotely separated RGCs (Ishikane et al. 1999) . It was also suggested that the generation of the oscillatory activity is dependent on rhythmic synaptic inputs rather than the neuron's own active membrane properties (Arai et al. 2004) . As for the mechanism underlying oscillation, GABAergic inhibition has been proved to play an important role (Ishikane et al. 1999 (Ishikane et al. , 2005 Arai et al. 2004 ). However, how neural network generates oscillation and whether other neurotransmitters are involved in generating oscillation are still not clear. Thus further pharmacological experiments are required to explore the mechanisms.
In addition, there exist some differences between oscillations in the ON and OFF pathways. It was reported that the oscillatory frequency of ON response was higher than that of OFF response in cat RGCs (Neuenschwander et al. 1999) . The ON and OFF pathways in retinas are traditionally considered as two parallel pathways, which means that they are structurally and functionally symmetric. However, many recent researches have proved that the ON and OFF pathways are asymmetric in some aspects. It was reported that there are inhibitory interactions between the ON and OFF pathways. In mammals, the ON bipolar cell electrically couples to the glycinergic AII amacrine cell, which in turn has inhibitory effect on the activities of OFF bipolar and ganglion cells (Pang et al. 2007a; Manookin et al. 2008; Liang and Freed 2010) . In amphibian, such as salamander and frog, there is also crossover inhibition between ON and OFF pathways, which is mediated by amacrine cell (Popova et al. 2000; Pang et al. 2007b; Chen et al. 2014 ). In addition, there is excitatory crosstalk between these two pathways. Ackert et al. (2009) found that blockade of GABAergic inhibition reveals an OFF response in ON direction-selective ganglion cell. Farajian et al. (2011) reported that GABA blockade unmasks an ON response in OFF a-ganglion cell. These studies all suggest that the ON and OFF pathways are not fully independent and there are interactions between them. It is thus intriguing whether the asymmetry and the interaction account for the differences between oscillations in the ON and OFF pathways.
In the present research, we observed an oscillation-like activity in ON-OFF RGC of bullfrog retina, and investigated the properties of it. Given that c-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glycine are major inhibitory neurotransmitters in retinas (Wassle et al. 1998) , we purposed to investigate whether GABA, glycine and gap junction are involved in generating the oscillation-like activities of ON and OFF responses in RGCs. In addition, there existed difference between oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways, which might be related with the interaction of the two pathways. Thus which cross circuit is involved in generating oscillation-like activity, and how this circuit contributes to the differences between the activities in the ON and OFF pathways are also our study aims. Our results showed that in bullfrog ON-OFF RGCs, the oscillatory frequency of the ON response was higher than that of the OFF response. Oscillation-like activity patterns of both ON and OFF responses were abolished by GABA receptor antagonists. Interestingly, oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was abolished by glycine receptor antagonist or gap junction blocker, whereas that of the ON response was not affected. Furthermore, when the ON pathway was blocked by metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist, oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was also eliminated. Our results suggest that GABAergic inhibition was essential for generating oscillation-like activities in ON and OFF pathways of ON-OFF RGCs, and the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway might be modulated by the ON pathway through a glycinergic inhibitory cross circuit. This might provide us a good insight into the underlying mechanism of oscillation.
Materials and methods

Preparation
Bullfrogs were used for electrophysiological experiments (Jing et al. 2010) . After being dark adapted for 30 min, a bullfrog was pithed and eyes were enucleated under dim red light. The eyeball was hemisected and the eyecup was cut into several pieces. A piece of isolated retina (around 4 9 4 mm 2 ) was transferred onto a multi-electrode array (MEA) with the ganglion cell layer contacting the electrodes. During recording, the retina was perfused with oxygenated Ringer's solution (95 % O 2 and 5 % CO 2 ) consisting of (in mM): NaCl 100.0, KCl 2.5, MgCl 2 1.6, CaCl 2 2.0, NaHCO 3 25.0, glucose 10.0. For pharmacological experiments, the following drugs were applied by being added to the Ringer's solution: picrotoxin (100 lM), bicuculline (10 lM), strychnine (2 lM), meclofenamic acid (MFA, 100 lM), L-(?)-2-Amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (L-AP4, 100 lM). All drugs were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
All experimental procedures were performed according to the humane treatment and use of animals as prescribed by the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology, and were approved by the Ethic Committee, School of Biomedical Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
Extracellular recording
Neuronal responses were recorded by the MEA (64 electrodes, 8 9 8 array, electrode size 8 lm in diameter, interpolar distance 150 lm, CNNS UNT, USA) and then amplified (10009) and bandpass filtered from 0.1 to 8 kHz by a 64-channel amplifier (MEA workstation, Plexon Inc. Texas, USA). Signals from each channel were sampled at a rate of 20 kHz, along with the stimulation. Spikes generated by ganglion cells were sorted by principal component analysis (PCA) and the commercial software OfflineSorter (Plexon Inc. Texas, USA).
Visual stimulation
Light stimulus presented on a computer monitor was projected onto the retina through a lens system. The stimulation protocol applied in our experiments included two parts: (1) a full field sustained dim white light (15.2 cd/m 2 ) with duration of 30 s was used to adjust the RGCs' sensitivity to similar levels; (2) repeated stimulation with 1-s light ON duration (30.4 cd/m 2 ) followed by 1-s light OFF interval (0 cd/m 2 ) was given with 30 trials to evoke neuronal spike discharges.
Data analysis
Autocorrelation of spike trains was calculated, with the autocorrelation being defined as:
where x n and x n?m are the values of spike trains x at moment n and n ? m, respectively; R is the normalizing factor, C xx (m) presents the similarity between spike trains as a function of time lag m. To estimate the possible oscillatory frequency of spike trains, the power spectra of the correlograms were computed (Fig. 1a) . Statistical difference between groups was assessed with t test.
To make a quantitative measurement, we compute an oscillation index which was previously proposed (Ishikane et al. 1999) . In this method, the raw autocorrelation and the shuffled autocorrelation of spike trains were calculated (Fig. 1) . The correlation value of the highest side peak within ±50 ms next to the center peak in the raw autocorrelation (P), and the mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of correlation value between ±50 ms time shift in the shuffled autocorrelation were measured. If (P -M) [ 2 * SD, this means that the side peak level was significantly higher than the noise level, and the oscillation index was calculated as (P -M)/M.
Results
Experiments were performed on isolated bullfrog retinas. According to photo-response properties, bullfrog RGCs can be classified into four subtypes: dimming detector, movingedge detector, contrast detector and convexity detector (Lettvin et al. 1959) . In the present study, we focused on the moving-edge detector which generates transient spike discharges at both onset and offset of full field light stimulation and is thus identified as ON-OFF RGC.
Oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways
Bullfrog retina was stimulated with full field illumination. Raster plots and peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of example ON-OFF cells are shown in Fig. 2 . Transient spike charges at the light onset and offset were observed. Autocorrelation analysis was used to explore time-domain properties of spike trains. As the ON-OFF RGC illustrated in Fig. 2A , there were large side peaks in the autocorrelogram, and the corresponding power spectrum showed a peak in c range (20-80 Hz), which approximated the oscillatory behavior of dimming detectors' spike trains (around 30 Hz) (Ishikane et al. 1999 (Ishikane et al. , 2005 Arai et al. 2004) . Further inspection into the spike trains of the ON-OFF RGC revealed that the trains were mostly composed of a few recurrent spike events with regular interval (Fig. 2Aa inset) , thus we call it oscillation-like activity.
In our present study, the autocorrelations of the ON and OFF responses were calculated respectively, and three different response patterns were obtained as presented in Fig. 2 . In the cell illustrated in Fig. 2A , the autocorrelations of both ON and OFF responses showed oscillationlike activities. The power spectral analysis showed clear peaks at approximately 35 and 32 Hz for the ON and OFF responses respectively, indicating the existence of c-range component in the ON and OFF pathways. In the cell illustrated in Fig. 2B , the oscillation-like activity was only obtained for the ON response (40 Hz) but not for the OFF response. In Fig. 2C , the oscillation-like activity only existed in the cell's OFF response (37 Hz) but not in the ON response. Among 100 ON-OFF RGCs from 24 retinas, 57 RGCs had oscillation-like activity in both ON and OFF responses, 29 RGCs had oscillation-like activity only in ON response and 14 RGCs had oscillation-like activity only in OFF response. Statistical results showed that the oscillatory frequency of the ON response (37.5 ± 0.6 Hz, mean ± s.e.m., N = 86) was higher than that of the OFF response (33.7 ± 0.7 Hz, mean ± s.e.m., N = 71) (p \ 0.01, t test).
Effects of GABA receptor antagonists on the oscillation-like activities
It was suggested that inhibitory interneurons may play a role in generating oscillatory activities in the central nervous system (Ritz and Sejnowski 1997) . In retinas, caminobutyric acid (GABA) and glycine are major inhibitory neurotransmitters. Previous studies have shown that oscillations in OFF RGCs of bullfrog's retina can be suppressed by the GABA receptor antagonists bicuculline or picrotoxin (Ishikane et al. 1999 (Ishikane et al. , 2005 Arai et al. 2004 ). Therefore we tried to test whether GABAergic activity was involved in the oscillation-like activities of ON-OFF RGCs.
In the example ON-OFF cell illustrated in Fig. 3A , autocorrelograms of both ON and OFF responses showed oscillation-like activities in the control condition. The oscillatory frequency of the ON response (40 Hz) was higher than that of the OFF response (27 Hz). When picrotoxin (100 lM) was applied to the Ringer's solution, the spike discharges of both ON and OFF responses were increased. However, the oscillation-like activity patterns of both ON and OFF responses were eliminated (Fig. 3B) . Observations made from 18 RGCs (7 retinas) with both ON-and OFF-oscillation presented that all recorded oscillation-like patterns were abolished by picrotoxin. In addition, for cells which only had oscillation-like activity in the ON or OFF response, these oscillation-like patterns were also eliminated by picrotoxin (7 retinas, 9 RGCs with ON-oscillation and 3 RGCs with OFF-oscillation).
GABA A receptor blocker bicuculline (10 lM) had similarly effect on the oscillation-like activities of both ON and OFF responses. Observations made from 12 ON-OFF RGCs (2 retinas, 7 RGCs with ON-and OFF-oscillation, 4 RGCs with ON-oscillation and 1 RGC with OFF-oscillation) presented that all recorded oscillation-like patterns were abolished by bicuculline (data not shown). These results indicate that GABAergic inhibition is involved in generating oscillation-like activities in ON and OFF pathways of ON-OFF RGCs.
Effects of glycine receptor antagonist on the oscillation-like activities
Given that GABAergic inhibition was involved in generating the oscillation-like activities in ON and OFF pathways of ON-OFF RGCs, we next tested whether glycine contributed to the oscillation-like activities. As the example cell shown in Fig. 4 , both ON and OFF responses had oscillation-like activities in the control condition. The oscillatory frequency of the ON response (40 Hz) was higher than that of the OFF response (32 Hz). After applying the glycine antagonist strychnine (2 lM), the spike discharges of both ON and OFF responses were increased slightly. However, strychnine had different effects on the oscillation-like activities of the ON and OFF responses. For the ON response, strychnine did not induce any obvious changes in the autocorrelogram or peak frequency of oscillation-like activity. However, for the OFF response, the autocorrelation analysis and power spectrum analysis demonstrated that the oscillation-like pattern was totally eliminated by strychnine. Observations made from 18 ON-OFF RGCs with oscillation-like activities (4 retinas, 9 RGCs with both ON-and OFF-oscillation, 6 RGCs with ON-oscillation and 3 RGCs with OFF-oscillation) presented that the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was abolished by strychnine, while the oscillation-like activity of the ON response still existed with its oscillatory frequency unchanged. These results indicate that glycine, unlike GABA, is involved in generating the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway, whereas it does not contribute to that activity in the ON pathway.
Effects of gap junction blocker on the oscillation-like activities
It was proposed that electrical synapses are involved in generating oscillatory activities, and c oscillations in CNS can be abolished by gap junction blockers (Traub et al. 2001; LeBeau et al. 2002) . It was reported that gap junctions containing connexin 36 (Cx36) and Cx45 are critical b Fig. 2 for the generation of oscillatory activities in mouse RGCs (Borowska et al. 2011; Trenholm et al. 2012; Margolis et al. 2014) . To test whether gap junction was involved in generating the oscillation-like activities of bullfrog ON-OFF RGCs, we examined the effects of a specific gap junction blocker MFA (100 lM) which blocks Cx36 and Cx45 gap junctions (Pan et al. 2007; Veruki and Hartveit 2009) . It was found that the effects of MFA on the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways were different (Fig. 5) . For the ON response, MFA did not induce any obvious changes in the autocorrelogram or the peak frequency of oscillation-like activity. However, for the OFF response, the autocorrelation analysis and power spectrum analysis demonstrated that the oscillation-like pattern was totally eliminated by MFA. Observations made from 31 ON-OFF RGCs with oscillation-like activities (5 retinas, 17 RGCs with both ON-and OFF-oscillation, 10 RGCs with ON-oscillation and 4 RGCs with OFF-oscillation) presented that the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was abolished by MFA, while the oscillation-like activity of the ON response survived with the oscillatory frequency unaltered. These results may suggest that gap junction consisting Cx36/Cx45 is essential for generating the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway, whereas it does not contribute to that in the ON pathway.
Effects of metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist on the oscillation-like activities
As the results above, there were differences between the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways. Although the segregation of the ON and OFF pathways is demonstrated by both morphological and physiological data, there is emerging evidence for ''crossover'' between the two pathways (Zaghloul et al. 2003; Renteria et al. 2006; Liang and Freed 2010) . It was reported that the ON pathway has crossover inhibition onto the OFF pathway in frog and salamander retinas (Popova et al. 2000; Pang et al. 2007b; Chen et al. 2014) . And in degenerating mouse retina, spontaneous oscillatory activity is transferred from the ON pathway to the OFF pathway via glycinergic synapse (Poria and Dhingra 2015) . Therefore we tried to test whether the ON pathway had any effects on the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway. The metabotropic glutamate receptor agonist L-AP4 (100 lM), which can hyperpolarize ON bipolar cell, was applied to the Ringer's solution.
As the example cell shown in Fig. 6 , both ON and OFF responses had oscillation-like activities in the control condition. Application of L-AP4 not only eliminated the ON response, but also slightly increased firing rate of the OFF response as previously reported (Popova et al. 2000) . However, the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was eliminated. Observations made from 9 ON-OFF RGCs with oscillation-like activities (3 retinas, 6 RGCs with both ON-and OFF-oscillation, 3 RGCs with OFFoscillation) presented that the ON response and the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response were blocked by L-AP4. Disruption of the ON pathway with L-AP4 caused the elimination of the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response. These results indicate that the oscillation-like activity of the OFF response may be dependent on the ON pathway.
Discussion
In the present study, oscillation-like activities in ON-OFF RGC of bullfrog retina were observed, and its properties were investigated. Pharmacological experiments revealed that GABAergic inhibition was involved in generating the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways in ON-OFF RGCs (Fig. 3) . The oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was eliminated by glycine receptor antagonist or gap junction blocker, while the oscillation-like pattern of the ON response was not affected (Figs. 4, 5) . Moreover, blockade of the ON pathway with L-AP4 abolished the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response (Fig. 6 ). This suggests that the oscillation-like activities in the OFF pathway might be modulated by the ON pathway through a glycinergic inhibitory cross circuit.
Oscillation-like activity in bullfrog ON-OFF RGC
In our results, 100 out of 313 ON-OFF RGCs' autocorrelograms had large side peaks, and the corresponding power spectrum showed a peak in c range . This was because the spike trains of these ON-OFF RGCs were composed of a few recurrent spike events with regular interval, and the intervals were similar in ON-OFF RGCs (ON: 22-31 ms, OFF: 27-40 ms, N = 100). This means that the latter spiking events were rhythmic recurrent activities rather than irregular spike events. Such properties of this activity pattern in ON-OFF RGCs were similar with the oscillation in dimming detector which was also composed of recurrent spike events with regular interval (around 30 ms) (Ishikane et al. 1999 (Ishikane et al. , 2005 Arai et al. 2004 ). However, as there are only two or three regular events in ON-OFF RGCs, it is weak to define such activity pattern in ON-OFF RGCs as oscillation. Thus we call it oscillation-like activity.
Modulation of the OFF pathway by the ON pathway
The group III metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) agonist L-AP4, which hyperpolarizes ON bipolar cell, was used to suppress the ON response of RGC (Shiells et al. 1981; Slaughter and Miller 1981) . Our results showed that after adding L-AP4 (100 lM), the ON response was blocked as expected while the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response was also suppressed. Higher concentration of L-AP4 (200 lM) also suppressed the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response, while lower concentration (50 lM) had little effect on that (data not shown). It is most likely that blockade of the ON pathway leads to the elimination of the oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway. Another possibility is that L-AP4 has direct effect on the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway because group III mGluRs are also located on axon of OFF bipolar cell (Brandstatter et al. 1996) , and the glutamate release from OFF bipolar cell axon terminals was suppressed by L-AP4, with the modulation being light intensity-dependent (Awatramani and Slaughter 2001; Higgs et al. 2002) . However, the excitatory input mediated by glutamate could not account for the elimination of oscillation-like pattern because it is inhibitory rather than excitatory input that is essential in generating oscillatory activities (Ritz and Sejnowski 1997) . Thus, we believe that the suppression of the oscillation-like activity pattern in the OFF pathway is caused by blockade of the ON pathway, which indicates that the ON pathway contributes to the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway.
Here comes another question: how the ON pathway affects the OFF pathway at light-offset? It was reported that ON cone bipolar cells displayed depolarization after light offset (Euler and Masland 2000) . In addition, bipolar cells express I h , a hyperpolarization-activated depolarizing current (Ma et al. 2003) . These two mechanisms might account for the activation of the ON pathway at light-offset, which in turn modulates the OFF pathway during lightoff stimulation.
Our results also showed that strychnine (2 lM) eliminated the oscillation-like activity pattern in the OFF pathway while leaving the oscillation-like activity in the ON pathway undisturbed. Higher concentration of strychnine (5, 10 lM) had similar effects (data not shown). Thus, it would be reasonable to suppose that the ON pathway modulates the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway through glycinergic inhibition. In retina, there is a cross circuit between ON and OFF pathways, which is mediated by glycinergic amacrine cell, and many recent studies reported some imbalance of ON and OFF responses results from this inhibitory cross circuit (Popova et al. 2000; Molnar and Werblin 2007; Pang et al. 2007b; Manookin et al. 2008; Petrides and Trexler 2008; Liang and Freed 2010; Oesch et al. 2011 ). Therefore, via this glycinergic cross circuit, the ON pathway could modulate the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway.
The oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway was eliminated by MFA (100 lM). Higher concentration of MFA (200 lM) also suppressed the oscillation-like pattern of the OFF response, while lower concentration (50 lM) had little effect on that (data not shown). The most reasonable explanation of these pharmacological results is that there exists gap junction in the inhibitory cross circuit between ON and OFF pathways. After adding gap junction blocker, the modulation from the ON pathway on the OFF pathway via this cross circuit was eliminated, and the oscillation-like activity pattern in the OFF pathway was abolished. One possible explanation is that there exists amacrine-to-bipolar cell gap junction, although such connection has yet rarely been reported in frog retina,and further researches are required to explore how gap junction is involved in generating oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway.
In conclusion, the ON pathway modulates the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway through a cross circuit which might be mediated by glycinergic amacrine cell and gap junction.
Contribution of lateral inhibition to the oscillationlike activities in the ON and OFF pathways
Our results showed that the oscillation-like patterns in ON and OFF pathways were eliminated by picrotoxin (100 lM). Higher concentration of picrotoxin (150 lM) also suppressed oscillation-like patterns, while lower concentration (50 lM) had little effect on that (data not shown). These results indicated that GABAergic inhibition is essential for generating the oscillation-like activities in ON and OFF pathways of ON-OFF RGCs. In addition, the inhibitory cross circuit between ON and OFF pathways contributes to the oscillation-like activity in OFF pathway. Combining the two factors together, we proposed two different mechanisms underling the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways of ON-OFF RGCs. The oscillation-like activity in the ON pathway is likely caused by GABAergic amacrine cell network, while the oscillation-like activity in the OFF pathway needs the combined effects of GABAergic amacrine cell network and glycinergic amacrine cell which mediated the inhibition from ON pathway to OFF pathway. The model is consistent with our experimental results: GABA blockade abolished the oscillation-like patterns of both ON and OFF responses; cutting off the cross circuit by blocking the glycine receptor eliminated the oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway while leaving the oscillation-like activity in the ON pathway undisturbed; blocking the ON pathway totally with L-AP4 eliminated oscillation-like pattern in the OFF pathway.
The multifunction of the cross circuit mediated by amacrine cell A key component of the different oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways is the cross circuit mediated by amacrine cell. The cross circuit is widespread in the vertebrate retina and is multifunctional. In mammals, under scotopic illumination, the function of this cross circuit is to transmit rod signals to cone pathway; under photopic illumination, with the same cross circuit, the ON pathway could inhibit the OFF pathway (Liang and Freed 2010; Oesch et al. 2011) . The inhibition from the ON pathway enables the OFF pathway a larger response range, and this is consistent with the natural world which contains more negative contrast than positive (Ratliff et al. 2010) . On the other hand, oscillatory activity in frog RGC was proved to carry essential information for the animal (Ishikane et al. 2005) . Our results suggest a new role of the inhibitory cross circuit as its involvement in generating oscillation-like activities of ON-OFF RGCs. The multifunction of the cross circuit may imply the high efficiency of retina in processing signals.
In conclusion, the present study focused on the oscillation-like activities in the ON and OFF pathways in ON-OFF RGCs. We found differences between the oscillationlike activities in the ON and OFF pathways, and investigated some properties of the oscillation-like activities in the two pathways. This study suggests a new role of the inhibitory cross circuit between the ON and OFF pathways, and might provide us a good insight into the underlying mechanism of oscillation.
